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Russian visit reveals inadequacy
of Australian geology training
Practical training given Australian geology students is poor in comparison with what Professor D.A. Brown, Professor of Geology, saw on a study leave visit to the Soviet Union
last year. In his study leave report to the University Council, Professor Brown said he had
returned with the impression that Australian geology graduates were 'lamentably prepared'
at the end of three years with what purported to be a 'major' in Geology.
Professor Brown spent six weeks in Russia
— a month under the Educational Exchange
Agreement between Moscow State University (MGU) and ANU, and two weeks at the
Institute of Geology and Geophysics at
Akademgorodokin Western Siberia at the
invitation of the Siberian Division of the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR.
In Moscow Professor Brown and his wife
stayed in the student quarters of Moscow
State University, which, he said, were better
than average hotel accommodation.
The Geological Faculty of Moscow State
University consists of four divisions in Geology, comprising thirteen departments.
Teaching is provided in day and evening
classes with the full-time course taking five
years and evening students taking six years.
Although he inspected the extensive
teaching and research facilities and museums
of the Geological Faculty, Professor Brown
was unable to see or take part in the teaching
program because the University was in its
summer vacation. However, he was able to
spend a week at the Faculty's field work site
near Simferopol in the Crimean mountains
about 600 miles from Moscow.
'This is a permanent complex housing
more than 500 students and staff, with
buildings that include a geological museum,
library, laboratories for photography, photogeology and geophysical research, and a
fleet of drilling rigs, first-class equipment,
and sports facilities,' Professor Brown said.
Geology students at the end of their
first year of university spend two months at
the field work site on practical geological
mapping and geophysics. At the end of their
second year they spend another two months
there on practical geology, oil, gas and coal
drilling practice, geochemistry and geophyA chance visit to mainland China m 1955 changed the course of life for Dr Pierre Rychmans(above), sics. After their third year they carry out
field practice and geophysics in other regions
now Lecturer in Chinese and a man with a consuming interest in China and its civilisation.
of the USSR, and they have further mapping
As an undergraduate in the Catholic
first to learn Chinese, so he completed his
and engineering applications at the end of
University of Louvain, Belgium, Dr Ryckmans, studies in law and western art history at
their fourth year.
virtually by default, became a member of a
Louvain and went to Taiwan in 1958 to
'The entire arrangement for practical
party of Belgian young people invited to
study Chinese language and literature.
training is most impressive and indicated
visit the People's Republic of China. China
The contact made during that first
to me just how lamentably prepared our
was not the world's most popular country
journey to Peking in 1955 with the censtudents in Australia are when turned out
at the time - in the aftermath of the
turies-old culture of China came as a revelaat the end of three years with what purKorean war - and it was found hard to find
tion to Dr Ryckmans. 'I had never had a
ports to be a "major" in Geology,' Professor
members for the Belgian party. So Pierre
particular interest in China up to the time of
Brown said in his study leave report.
Ryckmans, as editor of a student newspaper, my student visit,' he said, 'but since then it
Professor Brown told the Reporter that
stepped in to make up the number.
has become my absorbing and exclusive inhe did not think the practical geology trainThe month-long visit led to him abandon- terest. I am totally and completely involved
ing available at Moscow State University
ing his proposed career in law to become a
- it is my work and my interest.'
was necessarily typical of training given at
distinguished sinologist, a fact that was reHaving mastered the writing and speaking all Russian universities, but there was
cognised recently by the Academic Francaise of Chinese after two years in Taiwan, where
nothing at all in Australia to compare with
des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, when it
ha also gained a first-hand knowledge of
that provided at Moscow.
awarded him the Stanislas Julien Prize for
Chinese painting and calligraphy, he spent
'The basic fault with practical geology
his book on the life and work of the ninealmost all of the next ten years 'sitting', as he
teenth century Chinese artist Su Renshan,
says 'on China's doorstep', engaged in republished last year by the University of
search on Chinese language and hterature in
Paris.
Singapore and Hong Kong. He returned to
The prize was established almost 100
Europe briefly in 1965 to collect his PhD in
s ago in memory of a leading French
the history of art and archaeology from
k»i ogist and is awarded each year to an
Louvain.
standing scholar in Chinese studies. The
However, he has not yet been able to get
^ean of the Faculty of Asian Studies, Probeyond the doorstep. He speculates that
fessor T.S. Liu, said last week that, at 36,
the reasons for the reluctance of the People's
Dr Ryckmans was exceptionally young to
Republic of China to issue him with an entry
receive the prize, which was usually given
visa is the fact that he has lived in Taiwan,
to men towards the end of a distinguished
and his home country of Belgium has not
academic career.
diplomatic ties with the country.
After his visit to mainland China Dr
Much as he liked life in Hong Kong, Dr
Ryckmans was determined to pursue ChinRyckmans realised that for various reasons
(to page 2}
ese studies, but he realised that he had
Moscow State University geology students live

^onth in China changed his life

training in Australia is that there is not
enough of it,' Professor Brown said. Practical
training given at ANU was more or less
similar to the situation at other Australian
universities. First-year Geology students at
ANU had six one-day or half-day excursions
and one three-day excursion to local regions
looking at rock formations and doing elementary mapping exercises. In their second
year they had a five-day excursion to the
Cooma region and one or two day trips. In
the third year practical training was increased as students were given a mapping
project which required them to spend up to
three weeks (not continuously) in the field.
Professor Brown said that in addition
many geology students took vacation employment with mining companies where
they might do some geological field work.
But it would be only coincidentally relevant
to their course work and was seldom supervised.
Professor Brown said a fourth honours
year was available to Geology students. In it
up to 50 per cent of the total honours work
was spent on a field project thesis, giving
the year a greater emphasis on practical
training. But Moscow State had normal
fourth year practical training and a fifth
year of course work as well.
There was no easy way to overcome the
deficiency in practical work in Australian
geology training, mainly because it would
involve a higher staffing ratio. Professor
Brown said. 'One thing that would help would
be the introduction of a fourth year of pass
training,' he said. 'We have always regarded
four years as the minimum training any
professional geologist should have. We would
be quite happy to see the three-year pass
course available to people who are not
making geology their professional interest,
but anyone who wanted to work as a professional geologist would need to have four
years behind him.'
Professor Brown said that with the amount
of geological exploration being done in
Australia and the great shortage of geologists,
mining companies were willing to take on
'people whom we regard as inadequately
trained.' In the long-term this policy would
not serve the industry well because of lack
of breadth and practical skills which could
not be imparted by in-service training alone.
Professor Brown said it was fortunate that
many Geology students at ANU saw the great
advantage of the fourth honours year. If they
did well in their third year, students were
accepted for the honours year if they opted
to continue.
•

in tents at their field training site.
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(from page 1)
it was not a place in which to settle indefinitely, so he accepted with pleasure the
suggestion made by Professor Liu, on a visit
to Hong Kong, that he might seek a position
as lecturer in the ANU.
*This position has given me an opportunity to concentrate on my work while at
the same time undertaking a teaching program. There is no contradiction between
what I teach and what I am interested in,
and the presentation of some of the courses
is in itself interesting and useful to me.'
Having steeped himself in 'Chinese
painting for his book on Su Renshan he is
now turning back to both the classical and
contemporary literat'urevof China. He is also
working through an extensive documentation
of the Cultural Revolution gathered in Hong
Kong in his last years there.
The artist who was the subject of Dr Ryckmans prize-winning book was an extraordinary man as the title of the English translation
suggests: Su Renshan: A rebel, painter and
madman of nineteenth century China. His
name was expunged from all official records
of the time after he had died 411 gaol at the
age of 35. He was sentencefd on the charge
of having been 'an undutiful son', but his
misdemeanours were rather graver in the
eyes of the Chinese rulers than the charge
would suggest. Su Renshan seems to have
manifested a rebellious attitude against the
Manchu dynasty anS may have been involved in an incestuous love affair, so for
both political and moral reasons the artist
was an outcast of Canton society.
For years after his death no-one would
mention his name and his paintings were
ignored. It took the interest of a Japanese
consul in Canton in the 1920s to awaken the
native Cantonese to the beauty and value of
the paintings Su Renshan had left.
The Japanese consul acquired a collection
of some 150 of Su Renshan's paintings which
is now in Tokyo. Dr Ryckmans has also
studied an even bigger collection owned by
a Cantonese scholar living in Hong Kong and
is himself the owner of two of the strange
artist's works.
Although the Hong Kong collection is
held to be better than that acquired by the
Japanese because of the Cantonese scholar's
better connections, it was the initiative of
the Japanese diplomat that sparked the interest in Su Renshan's work and led to the
preservation of such works as still existed.
The Cantonese people themselves began to
collect them and to care for them, taking
particular pride in the fact that the artist was
a native of their province.
While studying in Taiwan, Dr Ryckmans
learned something of the techniques of
Chinese painting and calligraphy from an
elderly artist who was a cousin of the last
emperor of China. The artist was steeped in
the ways of classical art, so Dr Ryckmans
has a full appreciation of what is involved in
the actual execution of calligraphy and painting in the Chinese style.
'With some training of this type, you see
better what is involved,' he said, 'and you
realise all the more why Chinese painting is
so wonderful.'
As a former student of western art history,
Dr Ryckmans is deeply aware of the different approach called for in a study of Chinese
art. He said, 'The conditions under which
paintings were produced in China were very
different from those of Europe and the west.
Everything was different - the aesthetic
theory of art, the function of the picture,
the kind of people it is meant for - all this
means a different approach on the part of
the scholar attempting to study Chinese art.'
Because of this, Dr Ryckmans is unhappy
at the current tendency for some Chinese
scholars to adopt western methodology and
apply it mechanically - o r without discrimination - to Chinese art history. For example, in western art "originality" (i.e. invention of forms and creation of new
composition-patterns) is taken as a criterion
in assessing the importance of an artist.
In Chinese art, however, originality is of
no particular value in itself. Rather it is
valued only if it contributes to the prime
purpose of the painting, which is to transmit
to the viewer a sense of communion with the
universe. It is not thought discreditable to
copy paintings of an earlier time so long as
this higher purpose is successfully served.
'As a student of western art, I thought I
found ideas that had absolute values,' said
Dr Ryckmans, 'but I realise now these values
were only relative.'
•

Faculty of Law. The aim of the Legal Workshop is to give university law graduates six
months' practical training in the application
Matters dealt with by the Standing Commitof their legal knowledge in a simulated legal
tee of the University Council at its meeting on office situation.
16 April included the following.
Masters degrees. The following have been
Secretaiiesand typists' salaries. Standing Com- admitted to the degree of Master of Arts:
mittee approved Finance Committee proposals Adele Frances Hamilton, Erika Andrea
on a review of the salaries of typists and secret- Langman, and Peter Andrew Scherer. The
aries. The review followed extensive disfollowing have been admitted to the degree
cussion over a long period with the Health
of Master of Science: Beatrice Josephine
and Research Employees' Association. Under Bancroft and John David Donnelly.
the proposals salary levels will continue to
Undergraduate admissions. Standing Commicorrespond with those of the Commonttee noted that the Admissions Committee
wealth Public Service, but the basis of classiof the Board of the School of General Studies
fication has been amended. In approving the
is to meet with the Deans of Faculties to
proposals, Standing Committee authorised
discuss University admission procedures in
the Vice-Chancellor to make final decisions
the light of experience gained from the 1971
if there should be disputes over classificaadmission procedures.
tion.
Editorial Committee. Standing Committee
noted that the Editorial Committee of ANU
Buildings and Grounds. Standing Committee
Press had proposed that an officer of the
noted that the Acting Vice-Chancellor on
Press make a business trip to investigate
behalf of Council had appointed Mr M.
the book marketing situation in Britain and
Cunliffe as a member of the Buildings and
Europe. Mr A.J.R. Yencken, a member of
Grounds Committee following ratification
Standing Committee, suggested that the
by the Students Representative Council of
marketing situation in Melbourne should
Mr Cunliffe's nomination.
also be examined. He said he had received
PhD degrees. The following candidates have
several complaints that ANU Press books
been admitted to the degree of Doctor of
were not available in Melbourne bookshops.
Philosophy: Rajagopalan Ananthakrishnan,
Kevin James Batt, Ian Donald Black, Bastiaan Standing Committee also noted that Professor A.J. Birch and Dr N. Haines had been
Jan Hensen, Petr Jakes, Hin-Seak Leng,
appointed as members of the Editorial
Takashi Sugimoto, Shinichi Tsuda, John
Committee.
Bruce Hay, Paul Allen Jenkins and Hazel
Eleanor Steiger.
Obituaries. Standing Committee noted with
PhD appointments. Standing Committee
regret the recent deaths of two staff memapproved a new procedure for appointing
bers, Mrs H.M. Plovits and Mr J. Townley.
Research Fellows and Postdoctoral Fellows
Mrs Plovits, who died on 1 April, joined the
pending successful completion of a PhD
Department of Economics (Canberra Unidegree. Under the new procedure a candiversity College) in 1958 and later transferred
date for an ANU PhD degree who is offered
to the Department of Physics. Mr Townley,
appointment as a Research Fellow or Postwho died on 22 March, had been Watchman
doctoral Fellow may be appointed before the Janitor in the Research School of Chemistry
result of his degree examination is known
since 1968. Standing Committee asked the
but the appointment will not be confirmed
Registrar to record its appreciation of their
until he has qualified for the award of the
work and to convey its sympathy to their
degree. If he does not qualify, or if he is
respective families.
required to spend more than six months in
New Council member. Dr S.R. Taylor, Proresubmission, his unconfirmed appointment
fessorial Fellow in the Department of Geowill be reviewed. PhD candidates of other
physics and Geochemistry, has been elected
Australian universities will be dealt with in
a member of Council by the non-professorial
the same way but may also be required to
staff in the Institute of Advanced Studies to
refund to the University any travel and rehold
office until 29 September 1972.
moval expenses.
RSPacS Directorship. Standing Committee
Research Fellowships. Standing Committee
resolved to recommend to Council the estabapproved a new policy covering tenure of
lishment of an Electoral Committee to conResearch Fellowships and Senior Research
sider a new Director for the Research School
Fellowships. Under the new policy the norof Pacific Studies. The term of the present
mal maximum period of appointment of a
Director, Professor O.H.K. Spate, expires in
Research Fellow or Senior Research Fellow
October next year and he has said he will
will continue to be five years but, with the
not be a candidate for reappointment.
consent of the Board of the Institute of
Standing Committee agreed that the appointAdvanced Studies, may be extended by up
ment of a new Director was a Council matter,
to three years, giving a maximum tenure of
but that it was appropriate for it to advise
eight years. If a Research Fellow is proCouncil on an Electoral Committee. It
moted to Senior Research Fellow his total
resolved to recommend to Council the
tenure in both appointments must not exsetting up of an Electoral Committee on the
ceed eight years.
Headship of the Research School of Pacific
Studies consisting of the Chancellor (chairVice-Chancellorship. Standing Committee
man), the Vice-Chancellor, the Deputy Vicenoted that the representation of the Board
Chancellor, Mr K.E. Beazley, Professor
of the Institute of Advanced Studies to
meet with Council's Committee on the Vice- W.D. Borrie, Mr A.D. Crombie, Professor
F.J. Fenner, Professor A.H. Johns, Mr
Chancellorship will consist of one member
T.F.C. Lawrence, Mr M. J.R. MacKellar,
of the Board nominated by the Head of
Professor D.J. Mulvaney, Professor R.S.
each Research School. The Board of the
Parker, and Professor L.D. Pryor. The ViceSchool of General Studies has nominated
Chancellor said he might want to suggest
Professor C.I.E. Donaldson, Professor A.N.
the addition of one or two members from
Hambly, Professor R. St C. Johnson, Proother universities when the matter came to
fessor H. Whitmore and Professor C.M.
Council. The Electoral Committee, when
Williams to meet with the Committee on
formally appointed by Council, will consider
the Vice-Chancellorship.
names suggested and make a recommendation
Legal Workshop. Standing Committee noted
to Council on the Headship of the Research
that the Board of the School of General
School of Pacific Studies. It is not practice
Studies had resolved to allow the relationto appoint members of the Research School
ship between the Director of the Legal
concerned to an Electoral Committee but
Workshop being established in the Unithere will be wide consultation.
versity, its Committee of Management, the
Committee on Education. Standing CommitFaculty of Law and the Board of the School
to evolve in the light of the practical running tee appointed Mrs Ruth Arndt as a member
of the Committee on Education.
experience of the Workshop. While this reHall renamed. Standing Committee approved
lationship is evolving the Board has drawn
a recommendation of the Committee on
up a set of general rules and practices for
Naming to rename the new block of postthe Workshop. Standing Committee also
graduate flats in Northbourne Avenue,
approved amendments to the Faculties
Graduate House. Standing Committee had
(School of General Studies) Statute to make
originally approved the name Northbourne
the Director of the Legal Workshop a memHall for the residence but at its February
ber of the Faculty of Law, and to increase
meeting referred the question back to the
the number of Council-appointed represenCommittee on Naming for reconsideration
tatives on the Faculty from seven to eight.
because of the possibility of confusion with
The Legal Workshop project was approved
a nearby building known as Northbourne
by Council in October last year and steps
House.
have been taken to set up a Committee of
Management comprising representatives of
Patent policy. Standing Committee had
the ACT judiciary, the legal profession, the
before it a paper reviewing Council's policy
Attorney-General's Department and the
APRIL STANDING COMMITTEE

on patents and recommending that patent
policy be modified so as to actively encourage patenting of useful discoveries and that
part of the royalties received on patented
inventions be paid to the staff inventors. The
paper had been considered by the ViceChancellor with the Deans of Faculties and ^ ^
Directors of Research Schools, who felt
^
that the recommendations for revision were
generally acceptable but were concerned
that the work of the University should not
be unwisely diverted from its objectives.
This did not mean that research with the possibility of practical application should not
be pursued, but that the prospects of commercial exploitation should be kept in
proper perspective^ The Vice-Chancellor,
Directors and Deans felt that the University,
within its wider responsibility to the nation,
should not miss opportunities of financial
benefit from patentable discoveries, nor
should it continue to deny the mventors
reasonable participation in any profits from
development. Council's present patent policy
is modelled on CSIRO policy and provides
for the taking out of patents when this is
thought to be in the public interest, but as a
general rule research results should be published and made generally available. Inventors
are not encouraged by the prospect of a
share of income from their patented discoveries. The University has, however, received a substantial sum from one patent and
there are significant possibilities in another.
The Vice-Chancellor told Standing Committee that, although the University's patent
policy had been under review for some time,
consideration had become urgent because
of the special characteristics of an immediate
case. The administration had moved to protect
a procedure advanced by a member of t h e ^ ^
academic staff which might make p o s s i b l d ^ ^
very significant savings in certain industritf^^
costs. Standing Committee decided to set
up a committee to assist the Vice-Chancellor
in decisions on the particular patent case
before him, which might have to be taken
before the May meeting of Council. The ^ ^
committee will also advise Council on p r i n ^ P
ciples which might be adopted on University patents policy and administration.
Members of the committee are the ProChancellor, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor,
Professor A.J. Birch, Sir Norman Cooper,
Mr J. Darling, Mr R.A. Hohnen, Mr T.F.C.
Lawrence, Sir Frederick White, Mr A.J.R.
Yencken and the Dean of the Research
School of Chemistry (as Head of the Research School in which the present patent
proposal has arisen).
Grants and gifts. The following grants and
gifts have been received: $2,500 from M r ^ ^
T.E. Smith of the Institute of Commonwe^PI
Studies, London, to support research in Fiji
as part of a world-wide project he is undertaking with funds from the Population
Council and the British equivalent of the
Social Sciences Research Council. The woi
is being undertaken by Mr and Mrs T.H.
Hull, PhD students in Demography, whilee 1 ra
three months' suspension of their courses;
and up to $500 from James Hardie Asbestos
Ltd to support a visit to Indonesia by Dr
Nicolas Haines of the Centre for Continuing
Education in connection with a conference
on Australian trade and .other relations with
Indonesia, which the Centre is holding in
August.
Study leave. Standing Committee noted that
study leave reports had been received from
Dr W. Compston (Geophysics and Geochemistry), Dr E.H. Creaser, (Genetics),
Dr A. Przbylski (Astronomy), Mr C.F. Vance
(Engineering Physics), Professor D.A. Brown
(Geology), Mrs M.M. Graneek (German)
and Dr Soewito Santoso (Indonesian). The
Vice-Chancellor assured Dr J.J. Dedman, a
member of Standing Committee, that the
reports were not confidential and that Professor Brown's report (on geology training in
Russia) was under examination in the University (see report page 1).
•
WORONI EDITOR

.

An item in the Reporter of 23 April stated *
that Mr Kel O'Neill had resigned as editor of
Woroni following adverse reaction to the
content of the early issues of the student
newspaper this year. Mr O'Neill has pointed
out that his resignation 'was on a matter of
principle due entirely to the censorship '^f
the 5 April issue of Woroni, by the then
Director of Student Publications, Mr Steve
Padgham.'
•
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Three appointments announced
University, will come to Canberra later this
year to take up his appointment to the
Chair of Geography in ANU, where he intends to further pursue his interest in the
geography of south and southeast Asia and
in the development problems of the area.
Scots-born, Professor Johnson's university education at King's College, University
of London, was interrupted by World War
II, during which he served as an officer with
the Indian army. He took his MA degree
at the University of Birmingham and, following a period of research in East Pakistan,
went on to take his PhD at the University
of London. His academic teaching career
began in Birmingham, where he was first
lecturer and then senior lecturer in geography from 1947-62. While at Monash
University, Professor Johnson has been
closely associated with the development of
new curricula for geography in Victorian
secondary schools.

A zoologist highly regarded as a scientist,
teacher and administrator has been appointed
as Professor and Head of the University's
Department of Zoology. HeisMrS.A.
Bamett (aboveXat present senior lecturer in the
Department of Zoology, University of Gla^ow.
Professor Barnett, who will take up his
appointment in August, will succeed Professor J.D. Smyth, who left last year to take
up a position in London. Professor Barnett
graduated from Oxford with first class
^ j ^ o u r s in Zoology in 1937. He also has an
^ ^ ^ degree from Oxford. From 1943 to
1951 he worked in the Ministry of Food
(later Agriculture) on rodent pests. In 1945
he was seconded to advise the governments of
Italy, Malta and Gibraltar on rat control
^ u r i n g outbreaks of plague. Since 1968
^iptfessor Barnett has been a Ford Foundatior
I part-time consultant on pest control in
' India, where he has recently made a series
of visits.
Professor Barnett joined the University
of Glasgow in 1951. There his special field
has been animal behaviour. One of his major
research programs has been on social stress
among wild rats. He has also long taken an
active interest in human behavioural, sociological and population problems. He is the
author of several books: one of them, The
Human Species, was first published in 1950
d has gone through five editions because

#

I continuing demand.
In a note for the Reporter Professor Barnett said he was much attracted by the prospect of studying Australian fauna, and he
planned to develop research on animal,especially mammalian, behaviour and physio^ k y while at ANU.
^ ^ P r o f e s s o r Barnett's abilities as a lecturer
have been widely recognised since he returne(
to university life. He has also developed insight into the problems of students, their
psychological difficulties and their attitudes
towards working in a university. Professor
Barnett said he had a firm belief, based on
long experience, in the value of unstructured
discussion groups as a means of helping
undergraduates to learn.
Professor B.L.C. Johnson (below), Foundation Professor of Geography in Monash

The University has awarded the latest of its
Creative Arts Fellowships to Australianbom composer Don Banks (below), who
now lives in London.
Mr Banks will take up his Fellowship,
which will be for twelve months, in January
1972. While at the ANU he intends to
undertake research into electronic music,
as well as to puruse his interest in composing.
Mr Banks has Uved abroad since 1950
and settled in London following his marriage
in 1954.
While abroad he has been commissioned
to write music for many major bodies in
Britain, including the BBC, the Edinburgh
Festival, the Gulbenkian Foundation, the
London Symphony Orchestra and the Farnham Festival. Awards he has received include the Edwin Evans Prize for Composition, the City of Haifa Award for Chamber
Music and the Sir Arnold Bax Society's
Medal. He is currently working on several
pieces to be performed at the Oxford Bach
Festival and the Cheltenham Festival this
year. He has also accepted an invitation to
write the John Bishop Memorial Award
commission for the 1972 Adelaide Festival.
Banks has a remarkable capacity for
identifying his composing ideas with the
physical nature and possibilities of the instruments for which he is writing, according
to Roger Covell, music critic of the Sydney
Morning Herald and Senior Lecturer in
Music at the University of New South Wales.
'His orchestral pieces nearly always have
something of the character of a concerto
for orchestra in the opportunities they
provide for idiomatic flourishes for the
various instrumental sections/ Covell wrote
in his book Australia's Music.
Mr Banks has composed music for a
number of feature films, documentaries
and television productions, and is wellknown as a lecturer, writer and broadcaster
on musical subjects. In addition to his
composing he is prominent in several musical
organisations and is Director of Music at the
University of London's Goldsmiths' College.
He returned to Australia briefly last year
for a tour during which he directed a seminar
for young Australian composers at the University of Western Australia.
•

Pupils from four primary schools and seven secondary schools in Canberra filled the H.C.
CoombsLectureTheatre on 29 April for concert given by members of the Elizabethan
Theatre Trust Orchestra, which was in Canberra for the Australian Opera season.
The orchestra members, who play together as the Elizabethans, were Maurice Stead
(violin), Ceska Baret (viola), Hans Gyors (cello) and Michael Scott (flute). The group
played items by Beethoven, Mozart and Kodaly, drawn from a program given at a concert
on campus in the University on the previous Sunday night.

Computer facility helps JCSMR
A computer facility unique in Australia has been installed in the John Curtin School of
Medical Research for the use of all departments within the School.
The basic system has allowance for seven
perimental data on the spot. Another adterminals which can be as far as 1,500 feet
vantage is that the system enables researchers
away and can simultaneously share the comto capture data in real time (i.e. at the time of
puter facilities. But the John Curtin School
happening) from laboratory processes.
has also had installed an automatic switchProgrammer for the John Curtin School
board which allows the number of remote
facility is Mr Howard Kinns, who sees it as
terminals to be increased to twenty-two,
fulfilling the unique requirements of the
seven of which may use the facilities at any
School. Mr Kinns said that while the instalone time. The switchboard is expandable by
lation was not large it was ideal for handling
plug-in circuits to handle up to thirty lines,
the sort of work that arises in the School,
while the computer facility can be duplicated such as statistical analyses of experimental
to take up to fourteen lines at a time. One
results.
and a half miles of ten-core cable were laid
One of those who particularly appreciate
through the John Curtin building to link the
the new facility is Dr J.F. Morrison, Professordepartmental terminals to the central facility. ial Fellow in Biochemistry. Dr Morrison is
involved in a series of experiments for deterThe most remote users of the facility are
mining concentrations of metal/ligand comin the Department of Clinical Science which
plexes, and here the computer saves him
is situated within the Canberra Hospital.
Because the terminals can only be up to 1,500 hours of tedious rote calculation.
feet away from the computer it was necessary
He said, 'We can do a whole series of
for the University to lease a private telephone calculations to describe just what would
line through the Civic exchange to link the
happen under certain conditions. Confirhospital-based department with the Univermation of predictions is much more readily
sity.
obtained than by other means. Also, the
Although the cost of the installation may
system gives immediate results and allows
seem expensive ($29,000 for the central
for continuous work on a particular project.
facilities and $1,460 for each terminal) it
These school-wide services are additional
was in fact cheaper than any of the possible
to the main role for which the computer
alternatives, such as individual electronic
itself was purchased, which was for linkage
desk calculators at $5,000 each.
to the 60 MHz NMR spectrometer located
The terminals installed in offices and
in the Department of Medical Chemistry
laboratories throughout the School are prov(and later to the 100 MHz instrument proing particularly valuable for processing exposed for the 1973-75 triennium).

Choristers come to Canberra
The ANU Choral Society will be joined by
singers from other university campuses
throughout Australia to form the 250-strong
choir that will-join the Canberra Symphony
Orchestra in a performance of the Mozart
'Great' Mass in C minor later this month.
The performance, conducted by Ernest
Llewellyn, will be given in the Canberra
Theatre on Wednesday and Thursday 26 and
27 May at 8.15pm. Other items on the
program will be the unaccompanied choral
work, Brazilian Psalm, by the contemporary
composer Jean Berger, and the Haydn
symphony No.30 in C major (the 'Alleluia').
'Brazilian Psalm, which makes abundant
use of Latin American rhythms and harmonies, will be sung in the original Portuguese.

The concerts in the Canberra Theatre will
be the highlights of the week-long twentysecond Intervarsity Choral Festival being
held in the University from 20-28 May. On
Saturday night 22 May the individual university choirs will give a concert in the Albert
Hall.
Some 200 singers will be coming to
Canberra for the festival, which is the first
of its type to be held in the capital, and
the ANU Choral Society is appealing for
people to offer billets to the visitors. Members of the University who can offer bed
and breakfast accommodation during the
week of the festival should ring Julian
Brown, Billetting Officer for the Festival,
on ext. 3134 or on 81 4415 (home).
•

BOOK DESIGN OF THE YEAR

wife Pippa designed Aboriginal Advancement
to Integration, which gained a scholarly
book award.
The book design awards are made
annually by the Australian Book Publishers
Association for the books which the judges
consider were the best designed in Australia
in the preceeding twelve months.
The judges said that Tomorrow's Canberra
set a new standard of quality for government
publications.
•

ANU Press scored with an award for the best
designed book of 1970-71 and another for
one of the best designed scholarly books
published during the year. The best designed
book of the year was judged to be Tomorrow's Canberra published by the Press for
the National Capital Development Commission. This was designed by Mr David Walker,
the University's Graphic Designer, whose
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Car parks and parking fees or no: University has a say
sideration is the staff or student member with principle of peripheral parking accepted as
early as possible. I am slightly worried ab^
more than one vehicle. Perhaps the driver
should be the authorised unit, not the vehicle, the traffic that the New Fellows Road O' M
facility would introduce into the centre c
^
although the vehicle must carry some identifying permit (perhaps a suction pad or clip-on the campus.
device to enable rapid transfer between vehicles).
CC. Macknight
The same considerations apply to car
History SGS
parks. Each park should have a unique code
and/or colour on the permits enabling a rapid PEDESTRIAN CROSSING NEEDED
visual check to be made. In spite of the possi- I am impressed by the thought and care
bility of forgery of permits, I feel that unwhich have been put into this exhaustive
authorised traffic must be excluded from
study of the University's traffic and parking
the site. One difficult category is the case of
problems. To us at John XXIII College it
vehicles coming onto campus to drop staff
would seem that the introduction of parking
or student members at their destinations,
permits in time will prove to be inevitable.
but possibly a 'visiting only' permit could be
We think that students should not be allowed
issued to the University population falling
to drive from their Hall or College to the
into this category.
various faculty buildings.
SEEK OFF-CAMPUS ALTERNATIVES
I fully agree that car parks (of whatever
The heavy flow of traffic along Daley
May I once again take up an opportunity
kind) should complement the other campus
Road each morning and evening is a cause
given in ANU Reporter to wail about
buildings, and if they cannot be hidden or
of some concern to the affiliated Colleges.
parking on our campus?
screened, then they must be aesthetically
One wonders whether a pedestrian crossing
As an economist the assumption of a
pleasing.
is not necessary. The very heavy traffic
constant ratio of cars to population over
D.F. Pitt man immediately after 5pm coincides with the
the next two decades alarms me, but I will
Management Services Group return to College of many students from
repress that qualm. The point I hope the
their lectures. I have mentioned a pedestrian
Buildings and Grounds Committee will
crossing before and I know that it was given
STUDENTS' VIEWS
consider is a less debatable one, but one
careful consideration and found to be unwhich does not seem to me to be made very
Having been directed by the Students Renecessary then.
explicit. It is that the proposed program
presentative Council to review the traffic
Father T. Hegarty
of above-ground structures and caves, vast
and parking study, I would like to make the
Master
as it is, will give little, or possibly no, relief
following comments and suggestions on
John XXIII College
to the ugliness and mess which cars have
behalf of the SRC.
already made on our campus. At best it
The SRC feels every effort should be
would prevent them getting even worse.
BUS SERVICE SOLUTION
used to combat the increasing problem of
According to the timetable suggested the
the University being used as a traffic through- After struggling through the increasing traffic
nett on-grade parking provision only begins
fare by the general public. It feels every
snarl both within and without the Univer-^j^^
to fall below the amount now existing in
effort should be made to stop the 'peaksity I have grave doubts about e n c o u r a g i n g ^
1978 and even in 1987 the projected total
hour' flow of traffic through the Univerthe motor car to the extent forecast in the
of on-grade and informal is about equal to
sity, especially in the late afternoon.
latest issue of ANU Reporter.
the present total. Since there would then
D.M. B-Butt
Perhaps this problem could be solved by
However, there is no adequate bus service
be many more buildings on the site, and
Economics, RSPacS the issuing of official passes to students and
to the university, and the present five o'clock
the 4,000 cars in structures would be far
staff only; and the appointment of a partbus is so delayed that some of those who
PARKING FEES BY 1972
from coming or going (or even staying) intime officer to inspect passes at the peakit often miss connections in the c i t y , f o r c i ^ B
visibly, this dismal assessment is surely no
In very general terms I find the study an exhour periods. A pass could be cancelled if a
them to add their cars to the congestion. ^ ^
exaggeration.
cellent survey of all aspects of a difficult
traffic fine were not paid within a specific
What is needed is a bus service at quarter
problem.
To one who believes our present state
period of time.
hour intervals between 8.15am and 9.45am
already an aesthetic disaster, this report
I feel that provided the AUC supplies the
The SRC would welcome the construction (University arrival) and 4.45pm and 6.15pm
seems to be a detailed and convincing denecessary funds up to 1980, the site populaof 'parking places', but would hope that
(University departure). There really should
monstration that it is physically impossible
tion will rise to the contingency level of
every effort would be made to charge the
be direct services from populous outlying
for the University to reconcile its expansion
16,800 and that planning should therefore
student as little as possible to use them. The
areas — Belconnen, Hopetoun Circuit etc,
plans with its desire to have a beautiful
be directed at the higher level. If this assump- SRC feels the erection of parking meters
making city interchange and increased concampus, so long as it aims to provide parktion is correct, then structured parking is
before properly constructed parking areas
gestion there at peak periods unnecessary.
ing, free or at cost, for all its staff and
inevitable and should be planned for now. In and 'palaces' were erected should not take
If season tickets were sold for all the
students on that same campus.
order to pay for the structures, on-site parkplace.
^
^^
seats on a particular bus the economics of
Patrick Power any system could be guaranteed. If sufficient
ing fees are also inevitable and should be inThis proviso is, I suggest, the crux of
SRC Executive Member support were provided by permanent employtroduced as rapidly as possible - s a y in 1972
the matter. In the past, in common (I
plo^
at the latest.
guess) with other enraged aesthetes, I have
ees, non-season ticket holders (students)
PRIORITY
FOR
NORTH
ROAD
been disposed to assert that if only we
I should like to see two scales of fees.
could get standing room on demand possiB
had the courage to ban inessential vehicles
One for reserved places and a lower scale for
I would like to comment on the suggested
at a reduced rate. If the unions objected to
or repel them by inhibiting parking fees
guaranteed but unreserved places - payment
order in which the various parking facilities
driving broken shifts. University drivers might
we could get the number blotting our splenobviously by payroll deduction. I doubt if
on campus are to be built. There are a numbe used. It might also be possible to provide
did landscape down to tolerable size. Whatpeople would be willing to pay more than
ber of reasons, it seems to me, for putting
a lunch time shuttle service between the
ever plausibility that attitude may have had
$ 1 per week.
the North Road facilities much higher in the
University and Civic Centre and perhaps SL^tjM
in the past (when the numbers to be pushed
There must be places reserved for visitors
sequence than proposed.
hourly mini-bus in off-peak Term times. ^ P ^
out might have found places not too far
both intra-site and off-site. I would not like
With such transport not only would staff
These are that the commitment of that
from the campus), this report shows it imto see off-site visitors charged for parking.
arrive in a less harassed condition but the
general area to parking in the long term is
possible as a long-term solution. It looks
Intra-site visitors would already be covered
problems of traffic circulation on the camboth inevitable and very desirable. Building
as if, even after the maximum physically
by their own parking fees.
there first means greater flexibility elsewhere. pus, -where accidents involving injury have
tolerable provision of structures and caves
I think that kerb-side parking on our narSecondly, a heavy load of student parking occurred already, might be mitigated and so
on the site, some 2,000 or 3,000 spaces
row roads must be eliminated, or if allowed
might the general congestion in the city where
there would be a considerable help to the
will have to be found off it if its quality is
in certain areas, should be severely timethe rush period has grown from ten minutes
new Union in putting it across the routes to
ever to be salvaged.
limited - say to a maximum of 15 minutes.
to nearly an hour.
areas of heavy student use. This was certSome form of access and/or parking perainly in the mind of the Union Board when
Does it not follow that even supposing this
(Mrs) R.P. Brown
mit displayed on authorised vehicles would
they agreed to the new site. Much the same
building (and digging) program accepted, we
Vice-chancellor's Staff
be sufficient to exclude through traffic, at
argument applies to the Kingsley Street
have three courses open? We can give up
Members of the University still wanting
sites also, though there would seem to be
some of our projected expansion, we can give least after a short initial period of unauthoriproblems of availability in that case.
to comment on the parking proposals should
up our ambition to have a worthy campus, or sed traffic being denied access to the site.
write to Mr D. Dexter, Registrar, (Property
we can try to secure the provision of these
Thereafter spot policing, say once a fortnight,
Finally a large facility on North Road to
places in areas near the campus as part of the should be an adequate precaution. A conand Plans), Chancelry.
•
begin with would help to get the excellent
The Registrar (Property and Plans), Mr
D. Dexter, has received a number of letters
commenting on a draft study foreshadowing
parking fees and structural car parks to
rationalise the traffic and parking problems
on campus. A report on the draft study was
published in the 23 April issue of the
Reporter.
Some of the letters Mr Dexter has received relate to detailed aspects of the
draft study (copies of which have been circulated to directors and deans, student
leaders, staff associations, halls and colleges
and other groups) and so are inappropriate
for general publication. Below is a selection
of letters of wider interest.

DIARY OF EVENTS

public provision made for all the other folk
who walk and shop in the Civic region. Apart
from any reluctance the University itself
might feel about the first two, it is to be
assumed that Government also would object:
presumably our expansion plans are believed
by others besides ourselves to be the best
means of attaining a national educational
objective, and presumably others besides
ourselves want the campus of the National
University in the centre of the national
capital to be fittingly handsome. Hence,
surely, we should go to the NCDC (and any
others involved) for the help necessary to
achieve objectives which have now become
demonstrably unattainable on our own land,
and which are their objectives as well as ours.
As the report mentions the NCDC is already brooding on the future of parking in
the whole Civic region. There is so much
space there as yet uncommitted and unbuilt
on,that it is (one hopes) still possible that a
satisfactory equilibrium between offices,
shops,etc and parking structures could be
achieved,in which space could be found for
our surplus vehicles. Is it not, on the evidence of the report, urgent that we should
explore this with them? If we leave them
with the comfortable illusion that we can
handle our own parking without detriment
to our expansion and our appearance, it
may soon become too late.
Incidentally it seems conceivable that the
horrid financial, aesthetic, and administrative headaches associated with our structures
might be alleviated if their planning and administration could be coordinated with those
of the yet larger and more numerous structures the NCDC must be in for.

Conference Room, Anzac Block, Royal
Military College, Duntroon. 2pm.
Saturday 15 May
Thursday
20 May
A US Aquarius Arts Festival. Until Saturday
ANU/CSIRO Joint Computing Seminar. Dr
22 May.
R.A. Jarvis (Computer Science), 'UnsuperRugby Union. ANU Firsts v Goulburn at
vised Pattern Recognition'. Florey Lecture
Goulburn; ANU Seconds v Goulburn at
Theatre, 2pm.
Goulburn; ANU Thirds v Cooma at Griffth
Oval; ANU Fourths v Goulburn at Goulburn; Theoretical Physics Seminar. Dr J. Oitmaa
Forestry Thirds v Queanbeyan at Queanbeyan; (Monash University), title to be announced.
Mathematical Sciences Building, 4pm.
Forestry Fourths v RMC at Queanbeyan.
Monday 17 May
Friday 21 May
Computer Centre Lecture. Dr K.E. Atkinson,
Chemistry Seminar (RSC), Electrochemistry
'Numerical Solutions to Integral Equations'.
Division, RACI, one-day symposium, 'Solute/
Room 105, Mathematical Sciences Building,
Solvent Interactions in Solution and at Sur1 lam. Also on Thursday and Friday.
faces'. Lecture Theatre, RSC, 10am-4.30pm.
Tuesday 18 May
Saturday 22 May
American Studies Seminar. Leopold S.
Rugby Union. ANU Firsts v Easts at Griffith
Launitz-Schurer, Jr (History, SGS), 'The De
Oval; ANU Seconds v Easts at Griffith Oval;
ANU Thirds v RMC Staff at Griffith Oval;
Lanceys of New York: Whig Loyalists'.

ANU Fourths v Easts at Griffith Oval;
Forestry Thirds v Cooma at ANU; Forestry
Fourths V Wests at Queanbeyan.
Monday 24 May
Urban Research Unit Seminar. Hugh Stretton,
'Ideas for Australian Cities'. Seminar Room
4, H.C. Coombs Building, 4pm.
Tuesday 25 May
Philosophy (RSSS) Seminar. Mr R.A. Naulty,
'Locke on the Freedom to Believe'. Seminar
Room 6 (room 243), Coombs Building,
1 lam.
JCSMR Lecture. Professor C.G. Phillips,
FRS (Physiological Laboratories, University
of Oxford), 'Phylogeny of the Pyramidal
Tract in Primates'. Florey Lecture Theatre,
4pm.
Wednesday 26 May
Biochemistry Seminar (JCSMR). Australian

Biochemical Society Lecture, Dr H.A.
Scheraga (Chemistry Department, Cornell
University), 'Protein Conformation'. Florey
Lecture Theatre, 4pm.
Thursday 27 May
Theoretical Physics Seminar. Dr B.A. Robson, 'Comparison of Feshbach and RmatriX; theories for
tical Sciences Building, 4pm.

|

Saturday 29 May
Rugby Union. ANU Firsts v Ainslie at ANU;
ANU Seconds v AinsUe at ANU; ANU Thirds
V Yass at ANU; ANU Fourths v Norths B at
ANU; Forestry Thirds v Royals at ANU;
Forestry Fourths v Easts at Manuka.
Tom Jones Night. Arranged by the Stafi
Centre Social Committee. Staff Centre,
8pm. Tickets $3 a head.

•
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Apollo 14 samples reveal moon's earliest history

NOTICE
WUS Research/Action Unit Director. World
University Service is inviting appUcations
Early investigations by scientists in the Department of Geophysics and Geochemistry into the nature of rock samples from the Apollo 14
for the position of Director of its Research/
moon mission indicate that the material will give much factual information on the earliest history of the moon.
which had in turn been formed by one or
Action Unit based in Geneva. The Director
The investigations could well reveal facts
more even earlier impact events, each of
would be responsible for the investigation
bout the moon's final stage of accretion,
which broke up the rock surface and produced
of issues and the collection of material on
the presence of near-surface melting at this
a throwout cloud or blanket of mixed rock
those issues from all possible sources, and
early stage, the effect of some rather later
fragments, crystal fragments and molten
for the compilation of this information and
and very large impacts on the moon's surrock and mineral droplets. The cooling of
its reproduction in suitable form, such as a
face, and the evolution to a later stage of
the blanket of throwout material produced
magazine, bulletin or action-kit. He would
deep melting in the lunar interior some 3.8 the rather coherent, moderately hard rocks,
suggest possible action by WUS National
3 billion years ago.
which appear as dark fragments in the
Committees in exposing the issues in question,
One of the principal investigators of the
photograph.
suggesting suitable methods for the improvesamples, Dr D.H. Green, said last week that
ment of existing situations, mobilising public
Dr Green said that the sample thus proApollo 14 had brought back to earth
opinion and building up awareness of these
samples of material from the lunar highlands. vided evidence for a surface thoroughly reissues, acting as a catalyst for political and
worked by successive impacts of varying
These areas may be seen by looking at the
social action. He would also be responsible
intensity. However, there were a few fragmoon with the naked eye. They appear as
for the overall administration of the
the lighter coloured areas, standing above the ments of crystalline within the breccia and
Research/Action Unit including responsibithese differed in character from the crystalline
level of the dark lunar seas. On the basis of
lity for other staff members employed by
basalts found in the Apollo 11 and 12 miscareful photo-interpretation mapping of the
the Unit.
sions. One of the fragments, clearly seen
moon's surface by American scientists, it
in the photograph as a white, elongated
The Director should have a university
was believed that Fra Mauro, the highland
shape, is of a rock type called anorthorite.
degree, be between 20 and 40 years of age,
area chosen for the Apollo 14 landing, was
It is almost entirely composed of interhave some experience of international ora ridge of throw-out material from the
locking crystals of one mineral, plagroclase.
ganisations, liberation movements, national
extremely large circular basin known as
There are many other smaller fragments of
campaigns, etc. have ability in the field of
Mare Imbrium. The excavation of material
A three-ounce sample cut from the largest
research/publications, have some knowledge
to form the Mare Imbrium basin was through this rock type in the sample and it is promoon sample brought back by Apollo 14.
bable that this was a major rock type of the
of the applied social sciences, be able to
the impact of a very large body. This impact
The complete sample weighed two pounds
early lunar surface of near-surface regions.
work on his own, have participated in
occurred before the filling of the very large
and was egg-shaped. Most of the fragments
student affairs, have a working knowledge
impact basins by flows of basalt from the
Dr Green said there were also a few
in the rock are dark and cemented by a
of French or Spanish, have a good writing
lunar interior. These.basalts are of the type
basalt fragments which differed in their
lighter-coloured, fine-grained matrix. At the
style, have experience in the preparation
sampled by the Apollo 11 and Apollo 12
detailed and chemical composition from
top of the sample there is a white fragment,
of publications and in public relations, be
missions and are 3 - 3.8 million years old.
the basalts of the Apollo 11 and 12 sites.
which is anorthorite, a rock type which may
prepared to travel, and be available for emTherefore, Dr Green said, scientists inThese basalts would be examined carefully
form one of the most abundant rock types
ployment on 1 October 1971.
ferred that the material to be collected on
in an attempt to establish their time of
of the lunar highland areas.
the Apollo 14 mission would include exThe Director will be offered a two-year
crystallisation, which may be as long ago
Scale: small divisions = 1mm (25 divisions renewable contract subject to review at the
amples of material forming the oldest lunar
as 4.5 billion years.
approx. = 1 inch).
• end of one year. The salary, inclusive of
surface, which is the original lunar crust
ting from the time before the last stages
family allowances, would be between Swiss
impact and large s p l e basaltic volcanism.
francs 24,000 and 30,000 pa.
STUDENT SCHEME TO HELP MIGRANTS wife of Professor C.I.E. Donaldson of the
The ANU scientists now have the task of
Candidates should submit a curriculum
The Students Association is trying to gather Department of English. Mrs Donaldson told
examining the rocks to determine whether
vitae detailing their age, nationality, marital
the students that a similar project in England status, education, language abilities, present
support for a scheme to help migrant chilthey are in fact very old material from the
was working remarkably well. The Students
dren overcome language problems. Under
early lunar surface.
and previous employment, present salary,
Association has approached the A.C.T.
the scheme, students - particularly partrelevant publications and the names and
Dr Green said that examination of the
Association of Teachers of English as a Second addresses of three referees. They are also
pie had shown that it was formed of rock time students with families - would take
Language, the A.C.T. Secondary Teachers
asked to submit a brief paper outlining
Tagments of various types and sizes cemented migrant children for outings or into their
irag
Federation, and the A.C.T. Council of
homes for weekends.
their special field of interest in areas covered
together by a rather soft material, which
Parents and Citizens' Associations to have
Mr Andrew Bain, Education Officer of
by the Unit, such as the relations between
was itself a mixture of very fine crystal and
preliminary discussions about the scheme.
the Students Association, told XhQ Reporter
developed and developing countries with
rock fragments together with some glass
Mr Bain said that before the scheme could regard to aid, colonialism, neo-colonialism
that the idea behind the scheme was to place
fragments and spheres. He said, 'Such
proceed it was necessary to know how many
migrant children finding difficulty learning
etc., southern Africa and the effectiveness
a rock probably resulted from an impact
students would be willing to participate. He
English, in an English-speaking environment
of WUS programming in that area, and an
event. The radiometric dating techniques at
said that, although the more involved the
where they will be encouraged to speak
examination of the most effective means of
ANU may be able to determine whether
programming in the field of community
English naturally. Mr Bain said school teachers more effective it would be, it would still be
this impact was young enough to be the
worth going ahead with the scheme if only a
development.
Copernicus or Aristarchus impacts or old
had difficulty in instructing many migrant
small group of students responded. Students
enough to be the Mare Imbrium impact.'
children - especially Finnish children Applications should be sent by 31 May
and other members of the University interesbecause of the language barrier.
Most of the fragments appearing dark in
to the General Secretary, World University
ted in supporting the scheme should contact
The idea was suggested to the Students
lour in the photograph accompanying
Service, 13 Rue Calvin, 1204 Geneva,
Mr Bain at the SRC Office (ext. 2444).
• Switzerland.
lis article are themselves fragmental rocks
Association by Mrs Tamsin Donaldson,
•

¥
€

The Australian Academy of Science, at its
annual meeting on 29 April, elected three
members of ANU to Fellowship of the
Academy for their scientific distinction.
They are Professor G.A. Horridge, Professor
of Neurobiology; Professor F. Gibson, Professor of Biochemistry (JCSMR) and Dr W.
Compston, Senior Fellow in the Department
of Geophysics and Geochemistry. Also, the
Academy awarded the 1971 Pawsey Medal
to Professor Barry Ninham, Professor of
Applied Mathematics (RSPhysS).

The Pawsey Medal was instituted in 1965
especially for scientists under the age of 35
who have carried out distinguished research
in physics.
The Academy's citation for Professor
Ninham made special mention of the remarkable range of his work, its inventiveness
and originality. Professor Ninham's early
work was in statistical mechanics but he has
more recently entered the field of advanced
mathematical techniques applied to the
study of biological systems and is already
recognised as a world authority in this field.
The Academy said he had made what was
considered to be a major advance in the
understanding of all biology with his work
on the calculation of Van der Waals forces
on biological systems.

Professor Horridge is distinguished for his
researches into the structure and function of
nerves, nerve nets and receptors or stimuli in
invertebrates. The work has skilfully combined anatomy and electron microscopy
with physiological studies of responses by
means of electrical measurements.
Recently his work on the compound eye
has led to the discovery of optokinetic response to the sun's movement and of several
new types of insect retina. He has also
studied the accuracy of synaptic connections
in the projection of the fly's eye. With Dr
T.H. Bullock, Professor Horridge has written
a book on invertebrate nervous systems
which is considered to be the standard reference work in its field.
Professor Horridge is a former Director

of the Gatty Marine Laboratory Scotland,
and is a Fellow of the Royal Society for his
contribution to invertebrateneuro-physiology.
He has also been awarded the Scientific
Medal of the Zoological Society of London.
Professor Gibson is considered a world
authority on the biosynthesis of aromatic
aminocids and vitamins. He has played a
leading role in elucidating the steps in the
biosynthesis of aromatic compounds by
bacteria, and the regulation of the processes involved.
Dr Compston was elected to the Academy
for his work in isotope geochemistry and
isotopic age-dating, and in developing geological and instrumental techniques for this
purpose. Dr Compston is one of the principal investigators selected by NASA for the
examination of lunar samples.
•

Professor Horridge

Professor Gibson

Dr Compston

Professor Ninham

Academy honours
^ N U scientists
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FROM THE SPORTS UNION

referred to motions carried at a recent meeting of the Faculty of the Research School of
Social Sciences regretting that a large number
of academics were not on committee and
that it had no full-time members of the
University.
It was also pointed out that the commi^
as at present constituted, lacked someone
from inside the University who appreciatea
the traditions and distinctive features of
ANU.
It was recalled that other Australian
universities had taken for granted that fulltime staff members should be represented on
committees of this nature.

The University will be represented by a formidable list of teams at intervarsity competitions to be held throughout Australia during
the May vacation. The following clubs will
be represented: Athletics, Netball, Golf,
Women's Hockey, Judo, Mountaineering,
Rifle, Rowing (Both men and women),
Rugby League, Rugby Union, Soccer and
Table Tennis. Two of these competitions
will be hosted by ANU. Judo will be held
in the Kingsley Street Hall from 24-27 May
and athletics on 25 and 27 May at Duntroon Mihtary College. This year, the Boat
Club is sending a full team to Brisbane, an
eight, a light-weight four, a pair and a sculler. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
The Club is also sending a pair to contest
To place an advertisement, the desired wordthe Women's Intervarsity in Sydney, the
ing (printed or typed) should be sent to the
first time the Club has sent away a women's
Reporter, University Information Section.
representative crew.
Each advertisement must be signed and carry
Work on the boatshed resumed recently
the name of the Department and the School
after difficulties with the design and the
or Faculty in which the advertiser works.
foundations had been overcome. The shed
The cost of the advertising is ten cents a
should now be completed in late August.
line (there are about eight words to a line)
Mr George Sautelle (centre), on behalf of the Shell Company of Australia, presented the
The Tennis Club is inviting nominations
and an account is sent to each advertiser
student organisers of the Aquarius Festival of University Arts with a cheque for $1,000 at an
for selection in the ACTITA Day Mixed
after the advertisement has appeared.
informal ceremony in the Mills Room of the Chancelry recently. Mr Sautelle, Canberra
Tennis Competition. Teams comprising
The closing date for advertisements to
Manager of Shell, is pictured talking after the presentation with Miss Penny Chapman, Chairtwo men and two women will be selected
appear in the next issue (Friday 28 May)
man of the Festival Executive Committee (centre), Mr Jon Stephens and Miss Clare Campby the Committee and graded into their
is Friday 21 May.
bell-Smith. The program for the Festival, which will be held in the University from 15-22
May, has developed into what the organisers call 'the most exciting cultural week in Canberra's appropriate standard teams. Playable on
Public
notice
Saturday afternoon during winter the comhistory.' Attractions include a silver scaffolding tower more than 100 feet high on the
Thesis
typing.
Contact ext. 2537.
petition begins on 19 June and runs to
Library Lawn near the Union. The tower, designed by Creative Arts fellow, Stan Ostojaapproximately
mid-August.
Kotkowski, is covered with 400 coloured lights electronically activated by music. Other
The Sports Council has resolved that
features are the first public performance by Philosophy Lecturer, Paul Thom, of his OxfordCAE students should be granted special
made harpsichord; the presentation of ten Australian plays; non-stop jazz, folk and pop
concerts; high-standard debating; and 105 film screenings. Festival tickets for ANU students membership of the Sports Union with full
associate membership rights. Such memberare $9 and $20 for non-students. The Festival box office is in the games room of the Union
ship would be granted on individual request
and the Festival information office, where programs can be obtained, is located outside the
and will be available until sporting facilities
SRC office. A Festival ticket gives admission to most performances and big concessions on
the other major performances: the Zurich Chamber Orchestra, the Victorian Opera Company, are established at the College.
Provision has now been made for staff
the Daly Wilson Big Band, the nightly Rock Circus, and the world premiere of a ballet by
University House - 15 June
members to pay Sports Union fees on a
Peter Sculthorpe performed by the Sue Musitz and Keith Little Dance Company.
fortnightly basis. This would involve a fortnightly salary deduction of 47 cents. Any
For Sale
squash rules will be that the players will
enquiries should be directed to the Sports
be allowed a five-minute break each hour
Crates with packing material, used once.
Union Office.
and one minute between games.
Sizes 4'8" x 3'4" x 2'6", $5; 4' x 3' x 2'6"i(
An Akido Club is being established on
The record attempt will be made at the
$4; 6^8" X 2'4" x
$4; 3'6" x 2' x V S '
THANKS FROM FESTIVAL
campus. All staff and students are welcome
Dickson Squash Centre to raise finance to
$3. Ext. 2230.
to attend training sessions in the drill
Sir - The Festival of University Arts being
assist the Squash Club to hold this year's
Falcon p/van. 1967, 52,000 mis, 200cu in
hall on Sundays from 7pm to 8pm and
held at ANU from 15-22 May owes its
intervarsity squash competition at ANU in
motor, windows. Excellent condition throughTuesdays from 5.30pm to 6.30pm. Instrucexistence in many ways to the assistance and
August. The public is invited to attend the
out. Good rego. and rubber. Contact Mr
tion is provided by John Turnbull, a brown
encouragement which the student organisers
record attempt, which will feature a continGreen, ext. 2079.
belt.
have received from the University adminisuous series of exhibition matches on an
Skis and boots. Gents 'Head 360' 205cm
The
Sports
Council
has
appointed
Mr
tration.
adjacent court. Admission is 20c for adults
Tim Clark, a full-time Arts III student, to
metal skis and ladies 'Head Std.' 185cm
In particular full marks must go to the
and 10c for children. Spectators can comthe position of Promotions Officer. He
metal skis. Both imported (Canada) and
Secretary, Mr Hohnen, the Registrars, Mr
pete for prizes by guessing the combined
will
be
responsible
for
disseminating
both
fitted
'marker/Tyrolia' bindings. Bought
Dexter, Mr Plowman and Mr Hodgkin, and
distance run by the two competitors, their
Sports Council and Club information through 1968. Gents $95, ladies $85. Also 'Koflach'
the staff of Property and Plans. I would like
final game scores and the number of squash
the university papers and the community
five-buckle boots, $20. The lot $170. Ext.
to extend, on behalf of the Festival Commitballs they break.
press.
He is very anxious that clubs make
3735.
A
tee, complete thanks and congratulations to
maximum use of this service. All information Meh Tai baby slings. $2.90. Available at
these people and many more who have
A LIVELIER UNIVERSITY HOUSE
should be delivered or sent to Tim Clark,
University Pre-School and Child Care Centre
given their time and jeopardised their prePromotions Officer, C/o Sports Union,
Thirft Shop - back of Lennox House,
Members of the recently formed St George's
sence of mind for the success of this festival.
PO Box 4, Canberra.
• opposite the Staff Centre.
Day Observance Society, determined to enPenny Chapman
Olivetti electric typewriter, good condition.
liven the atmosphere of University House,
Chairman
Owned by typewriter mechanic. $350. R i n ^ ^
are planning a dance next month to mark
Festival Executive
Committee
ELECTROCHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM
St Vitus' Day. The 'St Vitus' dance will be
ext. 2535.
^ ^
The Electrochemistry Division of the Royal
held in the Dining Hall of University House
Fiat 1800, recently registered, good conCHANGE IN HOURS SUPPORTED
Australian Chemical Institute will hold a
on 15 June.
dition, many extras, beautiful car, $800.
one-day symposium in the RSC Lecture
The
Secretary
of
the
St
George's
Day
ObContact Terwiel, ext. 2755.
Sir - We wish to support Mr R.A. Bowden's
Theatre on Friday 21 May.
servance Society, Mr R. Ryall, said last week
Ford Escort Super 1300. 1970 model,
letter {Reporter 9 April) suggesting that
The subject of the seminar will be ^Solute/ 5,000 miles only, six months' warranty and
that the Society was adding a new dimension
University working hours be revised in an
Solvent Interactions in Solution and at
registration, two-door, manual. As new coneffort to eliminate the five o'clock congestion. to life in University House. The Society
Surfaces', and there will be contributions
takes its inspiration from the days of old
dition throughout. Owner going overseas,
Signed by ten members, England, largely because of the number of
from Professor R.H. Stokes (New England),
must sell. Cash $1,690. Ext. 3178.
Faculty of Asian Studies Englishmen among its foundation members,
Professor J.P. Quirk (Western Australia),
Holden EH Special Sedan, 1965,68,000
Professor
D.O.
Jordan
(Adelaide),
Dr
T.W.
all of whom profess themselves fervent
miles, excellent mechanical condition and
Healy (Melbourne), and Dr A.J. Parker and
supporters of St George and the Duke of
tyres. Reg. to October. For sale from 22
SQUASH RECORD ATTEMPT
Dr J.H. Sharp (ANU).
Lancaster.
May. Ext. 2951 or47 8591.
On Saturday and Sunday, 15 and 16 May,
Registration will be at 10am on the day
Events organised by the Society have
Bargain sale. 1962 Wolseley 24/80, $350
two members of the University Squash Club
of the symposium (fee $2), which will begin
included a St George's Day Commemoration
ono; 42-piece, six place settings light blue
will attempt to set a new marathon squash
at
10.30am
and
last
until
4.30pm.
Further
Dinner on 23 April, an occasion which also
china and stainless steel flatware; bathroom
playing record. In a fund raising effort for
information may be obtained from Dr J.H.
marked the beginning of the open season for
scales. Call ext. 3125 (day) or 81 0450
the Squash Club they will begin playing at
Sharp
in
the
Research
School
of
Chemistry
dragon-hunting in the A.C.T. May Day saw
10am on the Saturday and try to continue
(ext. 4181).
• (evening). Sundry household items for sale
the revival of an ancient custom with maySunday 23 May, 16 Eldershaw Place, Garran,
until at least 10pm on the Sunday — a
pole dancing on the lawns of University
10am.
period of thirty six hours.
House, to the delight of early risers making
STAFF WANT A SAY ON NEXT
Four-bedroom house, white rendered,
The players are Barry Reid and Michael
their way to breakfast. On Saturday 15 May
Ronai, part-time students from the Common- members will hold a John of Gaunt Commem- A general meeting of the ANU Staff Associa- Garran. Large entrance hall, large lounge
wealth Public Service. Both are A grade
tion on 5 May decided to make representations (22' x 12'6 ), sep. dining, mod. kitchen.
oration Stag Party to mark the 612th annisep. toilet, b.i. in laundry, b.i. robes, ducted
squash players. They have been taking part
to Council concerning the composition of
versary of the eve of John's marriage to
central heating, 3" insulation, quality carpetin a University Student Health Service fitBlanche, daughter of Henry, the first Duke of the committee appointed to recommend
curtains and blinds, est. garden, semi-enclo
ness program, which they hope will assist
Lancaster.
• on who should succeed Sir John Crawford
carport, large storage area under house. Cc
them to play squash continuously for more
as Vice-Chancellor.
venient for shops, school, bus. Price $23,5t
than 36 hours.
Two motions on the matter were passed
REPORTER DEADLINES
Phone 49 3639 (weekdays), 81 3231 (evenThe world record of 36 hours was set in
by the meeting. The first, which was unings).
opposed, expressed the view that a larger
February this year at Darwin. In Tasmania
Contributors are reminded that copy for the
number of academic members of staff should Wanted to buy
at Easter two players went to 42 hours but
next issue of the Reporter (28 May) must be
their claim for the record so far has not been
submitted to the University Information Sec- be appointed to the committee set up by
VW 1500. 1600 fastback, or Peugeot 404.
recognised because they did not play to
tion by Friday 21 May. This deadline applies Council. The second motion called for the
About
1966 model. Must be in good
composition of the committee to be broadnormal squash rules.
for news items, letters to the editor, notes
condition. Phone H. Kinns ext. 2335.
ened by the inclusion of some full-time
from departments, notes on visitors, classiAll games played by Mr Reid and Mr
Boy*s bicycle. 26" wheels. Good condition.
members of the University.
fied advertisements and diary items for the
Ronai in their record attempt will be umExt. 2106 or 2103.
period 31 May - 13 June.
•
Speakers supporting these two proposals
pired and the only alteration to normal

t

St Vitus

GROOVES

Letters to Editor
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